
FROM THE DEPTHS OF THE EARTH, A SYZMIK CHANGE HAS BEEN 

RUMBLING INTO WORKSITES ACROSS AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND... 

AND IT’S ABOUT TO GET BIGGER!

CHECK OUT THE

NEW     
   RANGE
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Fabric 100% Polyester - 175 gsm  Sizes XXS - 5XL, 7XL
Colours Orange/Navy, Yellow/Navy, Orange/Charcoal, Yellow/Charcoal

144 Filament supreme microfibre polyester    Moisture wicking properties    Highly breathable 
and quick dry    Bonded zip chest pocket for ease of use    Contemporary sublimated design

ZH300 NEW

Fabric 59% Polyester 41% Cotton - 300 gsm   Sizes XXS - 5XL, 7XL 
Colours Orange/Navy, Yellow/Navy, Orange/Charcoal, Yellow/Charcoal

Unique textured fabric for modern look and feel    High cotton content for soft comfortable feel    
Two waist pockets with zipper closure so you never lose anything again    Chunky draw string detail  
  Ribbed elastic cuff and waist to ensure this hoodie doesn’t get in the way when you’re working

ZT477

MENS TRACKS POLO

UNISEX HI VIS TEXTURED JACQUARD HOODIE

Fabric 59% Polyester 41% Cotton - 300 gsm    Sizes XXS - 5XL, 7XL 
Colours Orange/Navy, Yellow/Navy, Orange/Charcoal, Yellow/Charcoal

Unique textured fabric for modern look and feel    High cotton content for soft comfortable feel    
Two waist pockets with zipper closure so you never lose anything again    Nylon coil zip front    
Chunky draw string detail    Ribbed elastic cuff and waist to ensure this hoodie doesn’t get in the 
way when you’re working

ZT478

UNISEX HI VIS TEXTURED JACQUARD FULL ZIP HOODIE

Fabric 65% Polyester 35% Cotton Ripstop blend with Cordura® patches     Sizes     72 - 132
Colours Silver/Black, Charcoal/Black, Navy/Black, Khaki/Black 

Features 2 swing away pockets that can be tucked away when not in use    The swing away 
pockets act as built in tool belt and allow you to carry all your tools without the tools rubbing 
against your leg or restricting your movement    The swing away pockets also feature Cordura® 
reinforcements so all of your nails and other sharps never rip a hole in your pockets again    
Cordura® knee patches compatible with Syzmik Knee Pad (ZA018) for enhanced comfort    
Strong light weight fabric due to superior rip stop construction

ZP509

Fabric 65% Polyester 35% Cotton Ripstop blend with Cordura® patches      Sizes     72 - 132
Colours Silver/Black, Charcoal/Black, Navy/Black, Khaki/Black 

15 pockets make this short the ultimate tool to get the job done    Features 2 swing away 
pockets that can be tucked away when not in use    The swing away pockets act as built in tool 
belt and allow you to carry all your tools without the tools rubbing against your leg or restricting 
your movement    The swing away pockets also feature Cordura® reinforcements so all of your 
nails and other sharps never rip a hole in your pockets again    Strong light weight fabric due to 
superior rip stop construction

ZS510

MENS ULTRALITE MULTI-POCKET SHORT

MENS ULTRALITE MULTI-POCKET PANT

$25.00

$55.00NEW

$60.00NEW

$60.00

$70.00
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